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【Outline of survey】
We have developed the magnetophotonic crystals (MPCs) having nano‑scaled periodic
structures with transparent magnetic materials as an independent study in the field of
magnetism and optics, although photonic crystals have been studing in the field of optics.
Since one‑dimensional MPC has huge magneto‑optical effect, we showed that this new optical
medium has a possibility to control its optical properties by controlling the spins in the
magnetic materials. This study aims to develop fabrication methods of artificial nano‑scaled
structures in two‑ and three‑dimensions, and to reveal their spin‑dependent linear and
nonlinear optical properties. As the results, we develop new optical materials that can be
controlled by the spin; in addition, we investigate their fundamental properties for
applications like micro magneto‑optical devices. The research on the MPCs started from our
theoretical study in 1997. At present, many researchers in Japan and other countries have
joined to this research field. In consequence, a new session for the MPCs has been held on the
2005 International Symposium on Materials (MRS) in USA. The study of the MPCs is extremely
new and original, because magnetic and magneto‑optical properties will be investigated
widely and deeply for newly developed magneto‑optical nano structures.

【Expected results】
The MPCs are expected to have unique properties that have never been observed in the
conventional photonic crystals based on dielectric materials. Furthermore, the MPCs, which
are thought to be new‑type of photonic crystals with broken time‑symmetry, have large
potential. Therefore, it is expected that the results obtained by this study would produce
new research field for optical materials. In addition, the study is also of importance in
academic research because new concept using an interaction with photon will add into the
nano‑scaled magnetism. On the other hand, one‑dimensional MPCs have already found their
potential applications in optical isolators and spatial light modulators. New industrial
fields would be produced since joint businesses with companies have already been started.
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